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Abstract: An in situ estimation of the thermal properties of bio-sourced building wall insulation
components is of critical importance in improving both the energy efficiency of buildings and the
development of construction materials with a smaller environmental footprint. Depending on
weather conditions, passive methods are not always feasible; they require time to conduct lengthy
testing and may lead to significant uncertainties. This article presents an active method based on
power dissipation via flat electrical resistance. The method can be implemented regardless of outdoor
weather conditions and is suitable for walls with high overall thermal resistance for which the small
average component of the through flow is difficult to estimate. Measurements are conducted of both
wall input flows and temperatures. An inverse method, derived from a finite difference model of
1D transfers along with a multi-objective approach, enables the characteristics of a two-material
assembly to be identified. A multi-objective method was chosen to solve the problems of high
correlation between the thermal parameters of the model. However, the method requires the use of
two temperature sensors integrated inside the wall. Following a laboratory validation phase on a
PVC/plasterboard assembly, the method is implemented on an actual wall. A coating/hemp concrete
assembly is also characterized as part of this work program. The thermal conductivity of the hemp
concrete block was estimated at 0.12 W m−1 K−1 and is consistent with values found in the literature.

Keywords: thermal conductivity; inverse method; multi-objective; in situ measurement; active
method; hemp concrete

1. Introduction

With respect to the objectives of reducing the world’s greenhouse gas emissions, the
building sector offers the greatest source of potential actions, given its status as the largest
final energy consumer [1]. Featuring an attractive carbon footprint, natural materials have
become more popular during construction or renovation projects, whether the intention is
to improve the insulating capacity of the wall or serve as a substitution for conventional
load-bearing materials. Poor knowledge of the in situ thermal behavior of construction
materials, in addition to discrepancies observed in their thermal properties relative to
values determined in the laboratory [2–4], can prove detrimental to the objectives of a
reduced energy consumption and a large-scale application of these materials. Along these
lines, Majcen et al. [5] showed that small variations in the heat transfer coefficient may exert
a major impact on residential energy consumption. The envelope performance gap is one
of the causes of the performance gap between the design consumption and the observed
consumption [6]. It becomes even more commonplace with older and less energy-efficient
buildings. Inspired by Majcen et al., Menezes et al. [3] ascribed the effects of settlement,
aging and water content in materials as sources of reduced envelope performance. The
hygrothermal behavior of insulating materials has only been marginally studied when
assessing the quantity of articles dealing with this topic. The works conducted to date on the
thermal properties of insulating materials however do confirm a strong correlation between
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the rise in relative humidity in materials and their increased thermal conductivity [7,8]. The
need therefore currently exists to enable monitoring the actual performance of insulating
materials, over the course of seasons. The many projects underway in France targeting
envelope performance monitoring (REHAFUTUR [9], ISABELE [10], RESBATI [11]), as is
the case in other countries [12,13], reveal the societal importance behind this focus on the
in situ thermal behavior of building envelopes. The attention paid to bio-sourced materials
in the construction industry has grown over the past few decades, as their use has become
more widespread across the globe [14]. However, since their thermal behavior and thermal
properties remain relatively unknown, considerable research has been dedicated to such
materials, as reflected in the literature [15–18].

The in situ methods currently employed to characterize thermal properties mainly
seek to determine the envelope’s overall thermal resistance or heat transfer coefficient.
These methods rely on both a temperature difference measurement and a heat flow that
enables identifying thermal conductivity. Several studies have listed and compared these
techniques [19,20], with the most widely used consisting of the heat flow meter method [21].
These processes are based on a passive study of the walls; they require observation periods
in excess of 3 days and on occasion extend up to 2 weeks. Such methods are intended to
study the weakly variable components of the heat transfer as it crosses the wall. Several
conditions must be in place in order to yield an accurate estimation of the wall’s resistance.
Following the conditions of application described in ISO 9869 [22], the total uncertainty
associated with the result can vary between 14% and 28%. The work of Teni et al. [23]
lists the uncertainties associated with the HFM method by different authors and shows
very wide uncertainty ranges. A successful method application depends, in particular,
on environmental conditions. It is necessary to observe adequately large deviations in
average temperature between the inside and outside wall surfaces, which typically means
encompassing periods that remain cold over several days. This constraint limits the periods
when passive methods can be implemented. For walls with heavy thermal insulation, the
observed heat flows diminish considerably, and the estimation of weakly or moderately
variable components is associated with a high level of uncertainty, thus in turn affecting
the wall strength estimation. It thus becomes difficult to study wall performance using a
passive approach.

So-called active methods were thus developed for the purpose of evaluating the ther-
mal performance of materials and walls by means of reducing the length of the obser-
vation period. These methods rely on an artificial thermal loading of the interior walls
or volumes. One of the most regularly employed heating methods consists of imposing
radiation, in a manner as uniform as possible, on the inside wall surface using halogen
lamps. Temperatures on both sides of the walls are typically read with thermocouples,
although the quantitative application of infrared thermal cameras has become increasingly
widespread [24,25]. Contactless and non-intrusive, these methods offer the double advan-
tage of minimizing disturbances of the observed thermal exchanges taking place at the
wall surface and enabling a comprehensive wall approach. However, the observed heat
transfers are indeed complex to analyze. The reflection phenomena and poor knowledge of
both surface radiation characteristics [26] and ambient radiative temperature do introduce
uncertainties into the surface temperature extraction step based on the radiometric equation.

Thermal properties can be determined by relying on inversion methods, built around
a 1D model of the conductive exchanges taking place through the wall. The quadrupole
method [27,28] is especially well adapted to simple geometries. This method relies on an
analysis within the Laplace space or on the temperature and flow evolution frequencies and
moreover serves to determine the wall’s total thermal capacities and conductance. Previous
studies have also indicated the difficulties inherent in determining the thermal properties
of heavy walls, owing to both the high thermal capacity of materials and the large time
constants associated with the heat transfer phenomena in this category of wall [29].

The study herein is intended to propose an active method that enables an in situ
estimation of the thermal properties for the heat transfer and storage of a material present
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in a multilayer wall. The primary objective consists of implementing this method for the
purpose of characterizing insulating materials, with an emphasis on those that are bio-
sourced or stem from a recycling process, both of which are currently quite popular. The
approach entails applying a thermal load over a short duration with an electrical heating
element in contact with the wall. A flat heating resistance of approx. 1 m2 has been used
for application on an actual building in order to guarantee a unidirectional transfer within
the instrumented central zone. This characterization device can be used independently
of weather conditions. An inverse method has been developed to identify the thermal
characteristics of materials by means of recording the inflow into the wall as well as
temperatures at both the surface and interfaces. The article will proceed by introducing the
principle behind this method and detailing the relevant theoretical developments using an
experimental set-up produced in the laboratory. Next, the method is implemented on a wall
of an occupied building that has undergone renovation and insulation works involving
various bio-sourced materials. An insulated wall featuring a layer of hemp concrete is also
studied as part of this work program.

2. Method Development
2.1. Laboratory-Based Experimental Set-Up and Testing Protocol

Figure 1 diagrams the experimental set-up studied in the laboratory. For the sake of
clarity in this depiction, the various dimensions have not been drawn to scale.

Figure 1. Experimental set-up.

An assembly was produced by simply placing two materials in contact; this assembly
reflects the insulated side of a wall. The thermal characteristics known for both materials
were close to those targeted in situ for the construction materials.

This assembly associated:

(a) a PVC-U Trovidur® plate with a surface area of 25 × 25 cm2 and thickness of 1 cm.
(b) plasterboard with a surface area of 25 × 25 cm2 and thickness of 1.25 cm. The

assembly was used to position the loading and measurement device; it contained
three elements.

(c) a heat flow meter with a surface area of 25 × 25 cm2 and thickness of 0.5 mm. This
model of meter, Captec®, is of the tangential gradient type and offers the advantage
of being very thin (500 µm) with a negligible thermal resistance in our specific case.
The sensitive zone spans a surface area of 15 × 15 cm2. An inert guard ring, of the
same composition as the sensitive part, serves to guarantee the unidirectional aspect
of exchanges taking place in the central part. In addition, a 2D model was carried out
but is not presented in this work. It showed that under the test conditions the transfer
regime was unidirectional in the measurement area.

(d) a flat heating resistance with a surface area of 25 × 25 cm2 and resistance of 20.3 Ω
ensures a uniformly-distributed dissipation on the heating surface.

(e) a rigid, 6-cm thick polystyrene plate is positioned against the heating element in order
to ensure that the majority of the power dissipated by the heating element is being
directed toward the targeted two-layer complex. This plate also generates supporting
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pressure on the heating resistance surface area, while guaranteeing well distributed
and constant contact conditions across the study surface area.

The heat flow meter sensitivity was measured according to the zero-flow method [30];
a heat flow density sensitivity of 116 µV m2 W−1 was obtained. Type T thermocouples
were positioned as defined by the diagram description in Figure 1. A thermocouple was
embedded into the flow meter and served to measure temperature T1(t) at the system input.
Another was placed at the interface between the two assembly materials (temperature
Tint(t)), and a final one was installed in the back of the PVC plate (output temperature
T2(t)). The thermocouples and flow meter were connected to a Graphtec® GL820 data
logger. A calibration phase for the acquisition chain (thermocouple + data logger) made it
possible to estimate the temperature measurement uncertainty at ± 0.3 ◦C. The uncertainty
in the measurement of the flux density is estimated at 3%. The flat heating resistance was
connected to a Rigol® brand continuous voltage power supply. In this study, the power
supply was set up to be activated manually in on-off mode.

Thermal characteristics were determined by means of an iterative inversion procedure.
The inversion algorithm was based on a direct finite-difference numerical model, derived
from a discretization of the second-order heat equation. To build a spatiotemporal model of
the temperature field evolution in the materials, it was necessary to construct a hypothesis
relative to the initial temperature field conditions. A layer of insulating material several
centimetres thick holds the heating element to the wall. It reduces the heat transfer before
the test and helps to reduce errors in the initial conditions. This device was installed several
hours prior to running the test and turning on the heat so as to decrease heat transfers
within the assembly. Under these conditions, upon launching the test, a steady-state regime
hypothesis could be adopted to impose the initial temperature. Moreover, the electrical
power feeding the heating resistance was only activated 20 min after starting the test to
improve model initialization. A temperature (T1(t), Tint(t), T2(t)) and heat flux density (φ(t))
data acquisition step was performed using a 10 s time step. Test duration was not optimized
in this study, and acquisition was halted about three hours after the electrical power supply
had been shut off as the system was gradually returning to a state of equilibrium.

For the test presented herein, two power supply pulses were imposed for the electrical
resistance at the two-layer complex. The first lasted 30 min and was of a 200 Wm−2

intensity, and the second, applied 30 min later, lasted an hour at the same intensity. These
two pulses, spanning different intervals, yielded a thermal signal with a wide frequency
spectrum while limiting the heat flow power. Since the method developed was intended
for in situ application, the imposed heat flow power needed to strike a compromise. For
one thing, it had to allow observation of temperature and flow signals with significant
amplitudes compared to the measurement noise, and for another, it had to avoid causing
coupled heat-mass transfers that can occur in wet materials due to excessive temperature
gradients. The benefit of using power pulses generated during the tests held lies in the
simplicity of signal implementation, which does not necessitate any additional equipment
to manage loads of different shapes.

On the basis of this test, the inversion consists of seeking the combination of param-
eters that will best adjust the simulated interface flow and temperature signals on the
corresponding experimental signals by imposing the temperatures of both the flow meter
and back face of the PVC sample as system boundary conditions. The resulting system can
thus be depicted by the equivalent diagram (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Equivalent diagram of the system under study.

This system can be considered as a series of five elements, namely:

1. Tangential gradient heat flow meter: Thanks to its thickness and type of component
materials, the thermal resistance of this device may be neglected. The device may be
associated with a localized thermal capacity Cf. The thermocouple is incorporated
into the sensor during sensor fabrication and considered to lie within the sensor’s
median plane.

2. Contact between flow meter and plasterboard sample: The imperfection in contact
between the heat flow meter and plasterboard is reflected by contact resistance Rc1.

3. First element of the assembly to be characterized: This element comprises the plaster-
board sample. In the model, it was considered as a homogeneous material with thermal
conductivity λgyp and volumetric heat capacity (ρc)gyp; its thickness equals 1.25 cm.

4. Contact between the two elements (plasterboard/PVC): The contact resistance is
denoted Rc2. The thermocouple (Tint) was inserted into an extremely thin groove cut
into the PVC sample, which suggests that the temperature measurement is performed
at the resistance Rc2 output.

5. Second element of the assembly to be characterized: This element comprises the
PVC sample. Its thermal conductivity is denoted λPVC and volumetric heat capacity
(ρc)PVC; moreover, its thickness equals 1 cm. Similarly, the thermocouple (T2) was
inserted into an extremely thin groove cut into the back face of the PVC sample.

2.2. Inverse Method
2.2.1. Direct Model

The various thermal properties are determined by means of an inversion based on
a direct thermal conduction numerical model expressed in terms of finite differences. As
described in the test protocol, temperatures measured both in the flow meter and on the
back face of the PVC sample are set as the boundary conditions. The numerical model run
in a Matlab® environment is obtained by discretizing the 1D heat equation to the second
order according to an implicit formulation (Equation (1)). This procedure assumes that the
second-order derivative of the heat equation is described by the following classical relation:

∂2T
∂x2

∣∣∣∣
i,n+1

=
Tn+1

i−1 − 2Tn+1
i + Tn+1

i+1

(∆x)2 (1)

where T(x, t) = T(i∆x, n∆t) = Tn
i .

The initial temperature field is determined by considering that the state is stationary
at the start of the test. Classically speaking, by way of steady-state regime relations, the
linear temperature profiles in each material are calculated at t = 0.

2.2.2. Sensitivity Analysis

In order to verify that the intended procedure is able to yield a simultaneous identi-
fication of the various target parameters, it is essential to conduct a sensitivity analysis.
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The objective of such an analysis is to determine whether the various thermal parameters
to be identified have a significant effect on the responses to be optimized and whether
the lack of correlation between these parameters still permits a simultaneous identifica-
tion [31]. A sensitivity study also provides the forum for discussing the relevance of the
load strategy and moreover may serve to optimize the strategy, which has not been carried
out in our case. This study may lead to defining one or more optimal time intervals for the
identification step.

A local sensitivity analysis is undertaken herein; it consists of setting nominal values
for the seven parameters to be identified (Table 1) and then calculating the sensitivity
coefficient for each parameter.

Table 1. Nominal values of the model parameters.

Parameters to Be Identified Nominal Values

Cf 900 J K−1 m−2

Rc1, Rc2 0.05 K m2 W−1

λgyp 0.33 W m−1 K−1

(ρc)gyp 0.83 106 J K−1 m−3

λPVC 0.2 W m−1 K−1

(ρc)PVC 1.45 106 J K−1 m−3

For both the plasterboard and PVC, the values listed in the manufacturer’s documen-
tation were used. The contact resistance values were set at high levels so as to be viewed in
an unfavorable light. The flow meter capacity was set by considering a single copper layer
composition, which happens to be the material with the highest capacitance.

The function of heat flow sensitivity to a parameter pi used in this study is defined as
follows (2):

Ypi(t) =
∆φpi(t)

∆pi
pi

(2)

where ∆φpi(t) denotes the variation in heat flow density subsequent to a variation ∆pi in
parameter pi.

Figure 3 presents the curves plotting the functions of flow response sensitivity to the
seven thermal parameters. The flow crossing the flow meter is also shown in order to
facilitate understanding and discussion.

The first conclusion drawn from these curves is that all parameters exert a significant
impact on the input flow. The presence of a sensor affects transfers by virtue of its thermal
capacity and the sensor/plasterboard contact resistance. The two sensitivity curves YCf(t)
and YRc1(t) are the ones with the smallest amplitudes, yet capacity Cf and contact resistance
Rc1 cannot be overlooked since they affect the rapidly variable regimes, in particular, the
upward and downward jumps of pulses (e.g., Zone 2 in Figure 3). The values of these
parameters may ultimately be set at the approximate nominal values in order to limit
the number of parameters to be identified; however, this option was not selected herein
in favor of the simultaneous identification of all seven parameters. Flow meter capacity,
which remains constant from one test to the next, may also be identified ahead of time.
Moreover, it can be considered that for other heating strategies with less sudden transitions,
these parameters might be less influential and therefore neglected.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis of the flow response to the various thermal parameters.

The Yλgyp(t) and Y(ρc)gyp(t) curves in Zone 1 highlight the strong sensitivity to the
thermal properties of the plasterboard during the initial loading. Right from the outset,
plasterboard behaves like a semi-infinite medium, and the sensitivities are observed to be
proportional. As a case in point, the transfer in our case is solely established by the thermal
effusivity of the first material. Subsequently, the two sensitivities become dissociated and
are no longer proportional. It can even be observed that they intersect in Zone 3, once
the pulse has been maintained over a longer time period. The graph indicates a possible
identification of λgyp and (ρ c)gyp; the two curves are not proportional.

At the time when flow is affected by the plasterboard/PVC interface, input flow
becomes increasingly sensitive to the PVC conductivity (λPVC) as well as to its volumetric
heat capacity ((ρc)PVC); the two curves are not proportional. A sign inversion can even
be witnessed during the heating extinction phases. However, it can be observed that
sensitivities to both PVC conductivity (YλPVC(t)) and the second contact resistance YRc2(t)
have similar shapes and display a certain proportionality (Zone 3). This observation reveals
the potential importance of the contact resistance and suggests a correlation between these
parameters. Their simultaneous identification will therefore nonetheless prove to be
difficult. Let us recall that the estimation of conductivity λPVC is one of the main objectives
since it reflects the thermal insulation conductivity during the in situ applications planned
on the walls.

To solve this problem, it was decided to provide additional information by taking into
account the interface temperature between the two materials involved in the inversion process.

Figure 4 displays the sensitivity coefficient curves of the various model parameters
in response to the interface temperature, as recorded between the plasterboard and PVC
plate. These sensitivity coefficients will now be denoted Xpi(t) for each parameter pi.
Sensitivity to the volumetric thermal capacity of the flow meter has not been shown since
it is negligible relative to the other parameters. In focusing this analysis on the relation
between sensitivity to PVC conductivity (XλPVC) and sensitivity to the second contact
resistance XRc2(t), it can once again be stated that they both present proportional dynamics
but this time with different signs. The proportionalities observed on the sensitivities of flow
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and interface temperature are thus quite distinct, making it possible to reject the premise
of a correlation between them. Including the interface temperature in the optimization
procedure makes it possible to envisage the simultaneous identification of all parameters.

Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis of the interface temperature response to the various thermal parameters.

2.2.3. Inversion Algorithm

The parameters are estimated by applying Levenberg-Marquardt’s optimization al-
gorithm [32]; this method, widely used to solve nonlinear problems, is based on a mini-
mization routine by iterating a cost function that depends on a combination of the tested
parameters. In the typical case, such a cost function is built by calculating the quadratic
error between an experimental curve and a simulated one.

In the special case of the method developed herein, the optimization procedure
features a multi-objective purpose. More specifically, for each combination p of parameters
tested, the algorithm determines an initial cost function, denoted E1(p), by totaling the
quadratic deviations between the measured and simulated input flow. It then calculates
a second E2(p) value as the sum of quadratic deviations in the interface temperature
between the two materials of both the measured and simulated assemblies. In this case,
the algorithm will then seek to minimize a linear combination, denoted F(p), of the two
functions E1(p) and E2(p).

Based on the n recordings at time step ∆t, the cost functions E1(p) and E2(p) can be
respectively described by the following Equation (3) and (4):

E1(p) =
∑n

i=1(φsim,p(i)− φexp(i))2

∑n
i=1

(
φexp(i)

)2 (3)

E2(p) =
∑n

i=1
(
Tint,sim,p(i)− Tint(i)

)2

∑n
i=1(Tint(i)− Tint(1))2 (4)

where φsim,p(i) and Tint,sim,p(i) represent respectively the simulated surface flow density and
temperature at the material interface with combination of parameters p; moreover, φexp(i)
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denotes the experimental surface flow density, Tint(i) the experimental temperature at the
material interface, and Tint(1) the initial interface temperature value.

The global error function F(p) is thus defined by the relation (5) where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

F(p) = α ∗ E1(p) + (1− α) ∗ E2(p) (5)

Independently of the normalization carried out on E1(p) and E2(p) in relations (3) and
(4), the simulated heat flow density is obtained via numerical derivation of a temperature
field. The noise stemming from the temperature measurement is numerically amplified,
which in turn generates a much higher cost function E1(p) on the flow density values.

To define a value of coefficient α, an initial optimization is performed with α = 1, which
corresponds to a single-objective optimization on the input flow (F(p) = E1(p) + 0.E2(p)).
This phase leads to an initial determination of the cost functions E1(pα=1) and E2(pα=1),
making it possible to deduce a value of α = E2(pα=1)/(E1(pα=1) + E2(pα=1), which then allows
the two terms to be balanced in relation (5). At this point, the contributions of information
stemming from both the flow density and interface temperature measurements are well
balanced. With this value of α, the multi-objective optimization can be conducted.

The inversion algorithm can thus be depicted by the following diagram (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the inversion method.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. In-Laboratory Testing

Testing was conducted in strict accordance with the protocol described above. Figures 6 and 7
show respectively the evolution in experimental and simulated heat flow, as well as the evolution in
experimental and simulated temperatures. The calibration of simulated curves on the experimental
curves was performed simultaneously, as per the procedure laid out in the previous part. In both
cases, a very strong overlap could be noticed.

As regards this in-laboratory test, Figure 6 plainly reveals that flow density at the
system input is zero until initiation of the 1st phase of heating. The hypothesis of a steady-
state regime is thus verified. For this particular laboratory test, a thermal equilibrium status
has actually been obtained, and moreover, temperatures are uniform across the various
system elements.
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Figure 6. Evolution in both the simulated and experimental flow densities.

Figure 7. Evolution in both the simulated and experimental temperatures.

The values derived for the thermal characteristics of assembly materials during
this identification procedure correspond to those determined previously, as summarized
in Table 2.

Table 2. Reference values and results of the inversion procedure.

Characteristics Reference Inversion Procedure

Thickness plasterboard (mm) 13 Known
λ plasterboard (W m−1 K−1) 0.33 0.284
ρc plasterboard (J K−1 m−3) 8.3 × 105 8.94 × 105

Thickness PVC (mm) 10 Known
λ PVC (W m−1 K−1) 0.2 0.204
ρc PVC (J K−1 m−3) 1.45 × 106 1.12 × 106

Parameter estimation also depends on a determination of the contact resistances and
the hypothesis adopted regarding flow meter thermal characteristics. As exhibited by the
analysis of sensitivity to the flow response, the flow meter thermal capacity does play
a role, especially during the load modification phases. This sensitivity may explain the
deviations visible in Figure 6 for these specific phases.

Confidence intervals may be calculated based on the input of Hessian knowledge.
Other techniques exist, notably Monte Carlo simulation [33], which uses the standard
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root mean square error (RMSE) of the nonlinear model adjustment to observed data in
order to produce “virtual” datasets, i.e., in the present case virtual input flow and interface
temperature data. These data undergo optimization by means of the inversion algorithm,
and a new group of parameters is obtained. Hence, the number of parameter groups
coincides with the number of generations of virtual data. This series of optimizations
serves to establish distributions for each estimated parameter and thus helps determine a
standard deviation.

The number of optimizations is set at 100 in order to build a sufficiently representative
data population. Janssen [34] actually found that beyond 100 tests, method efficiency did
not improve.

From these 100 optimizations, it is possible to determine an average value of the
thermal properties, along with the confidence interval (95%). See Table 3 below for the
corresponding values.

Table 3. Identified thermal properties.

Parameters Average Values Confidence Interval (95%)

Plasterboard λ (W m−1 K−1) 0.285 [0.276; 0.293]
ρc (J K−1 m−3) 8.98 × 105 [8.69 × 105; 9.23 × 105]

PVC λ (W m−1 K−1) 0.204 [0.198; 0.210]
Trovidur® ρc (J K−1 m−3) 1.11 × 106 [1.07 × 106; 1.140 × 106]

For this test, the values of contact resistances Rc1 and Rc2 were estimated respectively
at 0.049 and 0.037 K m2 W−1. These values are less than the nominal values selected for the
sensitivity study.

3.2. In Situ Application

The wall under study is located in a brick building in northern France dating from
the beginning of the 20th century. The building has undergone a major restoration effort;
in particular, it has been insulated using bio-sourced materials. The wall (Figure 8) had
initially been built in brick (a) 40 cm thick. It was insulated on the building’s interior
side with 30-cm thick hemp concrete blocks (b), which were then covered by a mud-straw
coating mix (c) 1.2 cm thick. During the works phase, temperature sensors were installed
in the aim of characterizing the hemp concrete once cast in place; subsequently, they served
to track its thermal characteristics over time. A type T thermocouple was positioned
at the interface between the coating and a hemp concrete block (temperature Ti), while
another was inserted into the hemp concrete block 10 cm from its surface (T2). Hence,
the (mud-straw) coating assembly with a 10-cm thick slice of hemp concrete became the
characterization target. Worksite-related constraints necessitated selecting this option of
positioning the temperature sensor inside the hemp concrete block. The thermocouple
wires were connected to a Graphtec® GL820 data logger device.

The need to locate sensors inside the wall itself obviously constitutes a disadvantage
when applying the method. These sensors are very small in size; ideally, they must be
planned during a construction or restoration phase, or else a minute opening would be
required in the wall, which is not always desirable. The positioning of temperature sensors
should be known with sufficient accuracy since the thicknesses of the two layers to be
characterized are parameters considered to be known in the inversion procedure.

Figure 8 shows the part of the wall that needs to be characterized, as well as the device
specifically introduced for this study. For the sake of clarity, the various elements have not
been drawn to scale.
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Figure 8. In situ experimental set-up.

The load was applied thanks to a large flat heating resistance (d) with a rectangular
shape sized 0.9 m × 1.1 m. This KRL flexible heating model is of the Chromalox® brand; it
was plated onto the wall by means of an 18-cm thick polystyrene panel (e) with greater
transverse dimensions. This panel directed the bulk of the power dissipated by the resis-
tance toward the materials to be characterized. Preliminary observations of the surface
temperature field on the flat resistance using infrared thermography revealed a very high
degree of uniformity in the heat dissipation. This heavily loaded surface guarantees a
unidirectional thermal conduction pattern in the central zone, where measurements were
carried out. In order to measure the heat flow entering the wall, a 400-µm thick tangential
gradient flow meter (0.15 m × 0.15 m) (c) was inserted between the resistance and the wall.
This meter contained an integrated type T thermocouple used to measure temperature (T1)
at the system input. The device had to be implemented so as to ensure optimal contact
conditions between the flow sensor and the wall (i.e., resistance Rc1).

This characterization method is based on localized measurements, which represent
exchanges should the loaded wall zone be considered a 1D system. In particular, the device
is not to be placed on a zone affected by a thermal bridge.

The study was conducted over a two-day period in November 2019; the building was
occupied at the time. On the first day, the experimental loading device (c + d + e) was
placed flat against the wall so as to minimize heat transfers. During this initial phase, the
electrical resistance remained idle. The presence of this thermal resistance led to a reduction
in heat transfer. Flow stabilization was monitored by means of the data acquisition system.
This preliminary phase made it possible to minimize errors on the hypothesis of steady
state adopted to determine the initial temperature field. On the second day, the test was
performed with heating applied by the flat resistance.

In the case of the test, the data recording step took 31 h. This duration was not
optimized. This is a study perspective that would reduce the length of the stabilization
time and shorten the recording time. The load consisted of dissipating 50 W of power
within the 0.99 m2 of resistance in the form of a simple pulse lasting 5 h, as shown in Figure
9. The choice of such a form of heating was once again dictated in this initial application by
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the search for simplicity in the experimental set-up. The flat resistance was connected to a
continuous voltage source that was simply controlled by an operator. The reliance on other
forms of signals constitutes one of the paths for future research stemming from this work.
It is likely that other signals would enable the relative sensitivity of flow and temperature
responses to the thermal characteristics of materials to be increased, thereby improving
their ease of identification according to the inverse method. With this aim, various types of
signals are currently under study (normal curves, square sine). It turns out that the pulse
shape used herein leads to very abrupt transient temperature and flow regimes, which
are highly sensitive to the first contact resistance. A smoother load shape would serve to
limit this effect. In such a case, a controllable electrical power supply system would be
necessary.

Figure 9. Heat dissipated in the flat resistance.

Figure 10 presents the evolution in temperatures both measured in situ and simulated
after optimization using the inversion algorithm. The heat dissipated over 5 h by the
resistance causes a temperature rise of approx. 22 ◦C (from 18 ◦C to 41 ◦C). Depending
on the materials being tested, the injected power level may be increased, which would
improve both the signal-to-noise ratio and inversion quality. Here lies another path for
future research stemming from this work. Results show a strong overlap of the measured
and simulated temperatures for the thermal property values listed in Table 4.

Using these same material thermal property values, the experimental flow density
curve displays small deviations from the simulated curve, as depicted in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Temperatures both measured in situ and simulated.

Table 4. Thermal properties identified in situ.

Parameters Identified Values Confidence Interval (95%)

Mud-straw coating
λ (W m−1 K−1) 0.406 [0.392; 0.421]
ρc (J K−1 m−3) 5.8 × 105 [5.54 × 105; 6.07 × 105]

Hemp concrete block
λ (W m−1 K−1) 0.12 [0.118; 0.125]
ρc (J K−1 m−3) 4.5 × 105 [4.39 × 105; 4.62 × 105]

Figure 11. Flow densities both measured in situ and simulated.

The values obtained for the hemp concrete blocks correspond to those found in the
literature. More specifically, Collet et al. [35] studied a wide range of hemp concrete compo-
sitions and recorded their thermal conductivities over the interval [0.11; 0.17] W m−1 K−1.
Walker and Pavia [36] examined commercial products and obtained values lying between
0.117 and 0.138 W m−1 K−1.
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4. Conclusions

An in situ method for estimating the thermal properties of materials composing a
wall has been developed herein. This active method consists of imposing a flow on a
wall and then recording the changes in input flow and input temperatures as well as
temperatures at the interface of the tested materials. The loading device has been simply
applied, and measurements could be conducted over periods on the order of a single
day. The identification of thermal characteristics in the coating/insulating material double
layer is made feasible thanks to a multi-objective inversion procedure that simultaneously
adjusts flow density at the input and temperature at the two-material interface. This
method was initially validated in the laboratory on materials encountered in building walls
with known thermophysical properties. Afterwards, the method was implemented on an
actual wall, and the characteristics of a mud-straw coating/hemp concrete assembly could
be identified. A simple experimental device has been developed which does not require
a complex control of the thermal solicitation. In our case, a simple pulse shaped flow
was applied. The value of this method is the possibility to apply it independently of the
indoor and outdoor weather conditions. One of the perspectives of this work could be the
optimization of the control signal in order to improve the sensitivity of the responses to the
conductivity of the insulation in the wall or to reduce the duration of the test. The method
can only be used in cases of unidirectional heat transfer, ideally in an area away from wall
heterogeneities, such as wall corners, thermal bridges, wooden frames, etc. Following
the one-day in situ test, the estimated thermal conductivity of the insulation was found
to be 0.12 W m−1 K−1 with a 95% confidence interval [0.118; 0.125], in agreement with
literature values.
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